MANUALE DI ISTRUZIONE
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
NOTICE D'INSTRUCTION
BEDIENUNGSANLEITUNG
MANUAL DE INSTRUCCION

ALIMENTATORE DI FILO A SPIRE SEPARATE
YARN FEEDER WITH SEPARATE COILS
DELIVREUR DE FIL A SPIRES SEPAREES
SCHUSSFADENGEBER MIT GETRENNTEN WINDUNGEN
ALIMENTADOR DE HILO DE ESPIRAL SEPARADOS

Scope of supply: Design, manufacture and after sales service of yarn and weft feeders,
measuring winders, stands, creels and oil systems for textile machinery.

TRADUZIONI DELLE ISTRUZIONI ORIGINALI.
TRANSLATION OF THE ORIGINAL INSTRUCTIONS.
TRADUCTIONS DES INSTRUCTIONS D’ORIGINE.
ÜBERSETZUNG DER ORIGINALANLEITUNGEN.
TRADUCCIÓN DE LAS INSTRUCCIONES ORIGINALES.

ECOSMART - SHORT USER MANUAL

1)
Switch off the power supply box and the weft accumulator before starting any connections,
maintenance or replacements.
2)

Switch the weft accumulator off before carrying out any adjustments.

3)
If the weft accumulator is fitted with a kit for pneumatic threading, discharge all the compressed air
before removing the rear cover.

4)
The weft accumulator can be started, if enabled by the loom, at any time during normal operation,
without forewarning.
5)

Check the feeder to ensure it is intact (flywheel, flywheel bush, moving parts).

6)

Never touch any moving parts when the equipment is running.

7)

The machine is not fit to operate in work places featuring high explosion risks.

8)
Condensation may form on a weft accumulator that has been stored in cold places when this is
brought into a warm area. Wait until this is completely dry before connecting it, otherwise the electronic
components could be damaged.
9)

Never take hold of the weft accumulator by the weft spool body or the weft feeler unit.

10)

Only use original L.G.L. Electronics spare parts and accessories.

11)
Electronic parts must only be repaired by suitably trained personnel authorised by L.G.L.
Electronics.
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ADVICE TO ALWAYS KEEP THE FEEDER IN PERFECT WORKING ORDER AND EXTEND ITS SERVICE LIFE.
For an always satisfying performance of the yarn feeder over the years, we deem it advisable to provide
you with some simple tricks:
1.
At the time of installation, passing from the store to the warm weaving environment, condensation
may form on a yarn accumulator that has been stored in cold places when this is brought into a warm area.
Wait until this is completely dry before connecting it, otherwise the electronic components could be
damaged.
2.
Water and dampness may harm the electronic parts of the feeder. Operating the yarn feeder for
long time periods in extremely dump environments (dampness exceeding 80%) or using water-impregnated
threads might quickly compromise the electronic cards. Moreover, the feeder shall not be cleaned with
water or similar substances.
3.
Upon installation, before injecting voltage to the feeder, ensure that the ground wires are all
hooked-up. Any insufficient grounding may damage electronic components.
4.

Machines working in environments featuring a lot of dust require increased maintenance.

By prevent the weaving environment clean, you avoid residual dirt and dust from compromising the
performance of the machine by stressing the moving parts. The latter are protected, but the accumulation
of dust might result in a more difficult movement and, as consequence, in early wear-and-tear.
5.
In the presence of dusty yarns, residual dust or thread may settle on the various parts of the yarn
feeder. A feeder that is particularly dirty is likely to compromise the fabric quality by leaving deposits on
the threads that is introduced. In order to improve the fabric in quality as well as the machine overall
performance, it is good rule to routinely clean the mechanical moving parts
•
By blowing compressed air from the ceramic of the flywheel, you may clean the shaft channel.
Warning: Before using compressed air to clean the feeder, ensure you remove the thread from the drum. If
you use compressed air with the thread wound up on the drum, you actually risk having the thread get in
and accumulate between the flywheel and the drum.
•

The drum and the flywheel can be periodically dismounted to remove any residual thread and dust.

6.
We suggest storing feeders that are not used for long time periods in the special polystyrene boxes,
which ensure the best storage.
7.
When the feeder is being loaded with yarn, use the special weft taker. Do not use other tools,
especially if made from metal, as the output brakes might be damaged.
8.
If the weft feeder is equipped with a TWM brake, always open the brake carriage when you
introduce the loading weft taker. Thus, you avoid taking the risk that the weft taker damage the brake unit.
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DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Weight : 4.8Kg

MAIN FEATURES
ECOSMART
110
390 X 146 X 189
4.8
14

Drum diameter (mm)
L X W X H (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Power consumption (Wh at
500m/min)
Input yarn break sensor
Windings separation
Yarn reserve sensor
Winding count sensor
Power supply
Maximum speed (m/min)
Maximum power(W)
Compatibility on three phases AC
power supply boxes
Pneumatic circuit pressure
Partial pneumatic threading
Total pneumatic threading

Optical
Adjustable from 0 to 2.5mm
Optical or mechanical
Optical
DC : 140VDC-300VDC
1400
150
Yes, with adaptor
A1C3SA004-STD/A1C3SA004-CB
min. 4 bar; max. 7 bar
Yes
Yes (with automatic positioning
of the flywheel)
45°
8
Temperature: +10° to +40°C
Max. Humidity: 80%

Shaft-flywheel angle
Wobble fingers
Storing conditions and operating
conditions:
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INSTALLATION
1)
Fix the power supply box to the support with the clamp(s) provided at least 30 cm from the ground.
2)
Check that the power supply box is set for the right supply voltage.
See the ratings sticker on the outside of the power supply box.
If the mains voltage differs from the nominal power supply box rating, open the box and connect the wires
from the switch (if MOLEX box) or fuse boxes L1, L2 and L3 (if an AMP box) to the correct input on the
transformer.
3)
Connect the power supply box cable to the three-phase mains line.
If the power supply box has been supplied without the cable, it should be connected to the three-phase line
with a 4-conductor cable. The section of each conductor must not be less than 1.5 mm2.
Connect the 3 phases in the mains line to terminals L1, L2 and L3. Connect the earth wire to terminal PE.
For the connections, see the drawing enclosed in the box.
N.B.: Make all connections to the three-phase mains line downstream of the main switch on the loom so
that it can also act as a switch for the power units on the loom.
4) Connect the power supply box earth cable to its stand base. (See detail A in the figure). WARNING:
Switch off the power supply box before making any connections.
AC POWER BOX

Feeder side

Box side
A1C3SA004-STD15
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AC POWER BOX (CAN)

Feeder side

box side
A1C3SA004-CB15
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DC POWER BOX

Feeder cable A1C1SA1455-2500

Power cable (3 phase AC line)

Ground connection

Please note that the 3-phases voltage line must match with the power box transformer
voltage, marked on the power box label. See below example with 400V

400V
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

DS01 : if it is in OFF position ( default ) the standard photocells sensibility is selected ( suggested for yarn
count > 40 den ); if it is set in ON position the high photocells sensibility is selected ( suggested for very
fine yarn or a yarn count <= 40den ).
DS02 : if it is set to OFF position ( default ) the standard acceleration is selected ; if it is set in ON position
the low acceleration is selected ( suggested for very delicate yarns ).
DS03: if DS3 is set in OFF position ( default ) pattern preview is disabled. If DS3 is set in ON position the
pattern preview is enabled.
DS04: if it is in ON position the flywheel positioning for the automatic thread in is disabled. If it is in OFF
position (default) then the flywheel positioning is enabled. Note that the positioning is executed ONLY on
an input yarn breakage event.
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OUTPUT TENSIONERS: TWM

TWM type LT10 (code A3N4S774LT10SM)
Springs supplied: No. 6 springs Ø 0,6 mm length 15 mm - ELM 1695
No. 6 springs Ø 0,4 mm length 15 mm- ELM 1650

Spring assembly
options

Standard assembly (6 x ø 0.6
springs)

Option
(6 x ø 0.4 springs)

Strong
twisted
yarns, crêpe
and silk yarns

Cotton and
viscose
staple fibre

Wool yarn

from Nm 12
to Nm 30

from Nm 8
to Nm 30

from Nm 23
to Nm 48

from Nm 23
to Nm 48

from Nm 30
to Nm 70

Stiff yarns:
Linen,
Camel hair,
etc.

Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

from Nm 15
to Nm 30

from Nm 20
to Nm 40

from Nm 23
to Nm 70

from Nm 38
to Nm 60

TWM type LT05 (code A3N4S774LT05SM)
Springs supplied: N°. 6 springs Ø 0,6 mm length 15 mm - ELM 1695
No. 6 springs Ø 0,4 mm length 15 mm - ELM 1650
Wool yarn

Cotton and
viscose
staple fibre

Standard assembly (6
x ø 0.6 springs)

from Nm 12
to Nm 40

from Nm 20
to Nm 60

Option
(6 x ø 0.4 springs)

from Nm 36
to Nm 120

from Nm 50
to Nm 150

Spring assembly
options
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Strong
twisted
yarns, crêpe
and silk yarns

Stiff yarns:
Linen,
Camel hair,
etc.

Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

from Nm 20
to Nm 70

from Nm 30
to Nm 50

from Nm 20
to Nm 50

from Nm 45
to Nm 150

from Nm 48
to Nm 90

from Nm 48
to Nm 120

TWM type K (code A1N2SA348K002P)
Springs supplied:no. 6 springs Ø 0,4 mm length 15mm-ELM 1650
N.B.: the spool body trunk is transparent.

Spring assembly
options

Standard fitting (6
springs Ø 0,4)

Wool yarn

from Nm 70
to Nm 150

Strong
twisted
yarns, crêpe
and silk yarns

Cotton and
viscose
staple fibre

from Ne 50
to Ne 120

Stiff yarns:
Linen,
Camel hair,
etc.

Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

from Den 20
to Den 160

from Den 20
to Den 110

TWM type KLBE (code A1N2SA348KL02P)
Springs supplied: no. 6 springs Ø 0,4 mm length 15 mm - ELM 1650
N.B.: the spool body trunk is transparent.

Spring assembly
options

Standard fitting (6
springs Ø 0,4)

Wool yarn

from Nm 40
to Nm 80

Cotton and
viscose
staple fibre

Beyond
Nm 85

Strong twisted
yarns, crêpe
and silk yarns

from Nm 70
to Nm 200

Stiff yarns:
Linen, Camel
hair, etc.

Beyond
Nm 50

OUTPUT TENSIONERS: BRISTLE BRUSH
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Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

from Nm 80
to Nm 150

YARN TYPE

Goat hair (white)

Chinese horsehair (brown)

0.20 (black)

0.30 (black)

Wool yarn

Cotton
and viscose
staple fibre

Strong
twisted
yarns,
crêpe and
silk yarns

Stiff yarns:
Linen, Camel
hair, etc.

Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

from Nm 40

from Nm 17

from Nm 75

from Nm 90

from Nm 50

to Nm 150

to Nm 150

to Nm 200

to Nm 150

to Nm 200

from Nm 32

from Nm 48

from Nm 54

from Nm 48

from Nm 36

to Nm 45

to Nm 80

to Nm 100

to Nm 100

to Nm 150

from Nm 18

from Nm 25

from Nm 45

from Nm 30

from Nm 25

to Nm 34

to Nm 70

to Nm 60

to Nm 50

to Nm 60

from Nm 12

from Nm 8

from Nm 30

from Nm 16

from Nm 18

to Nm 30

to Nm 50

to Nm 50

to Nm 32

to Nm 40

N.B.: The radial versions fall within the same fields of application, but the results tend to be closer to the hardest
model.

In the case of Goat hair and Chinese horsehair brushes, we recommend using the output tensioning device
with
2 medium double-leaf brakes or, alternatively, the Standard double-leaf brake.
In the case of the 0.20 and 0.30 brushes, we recommend using the output tensioning device with the
Standard double-leaf brake or, alternatively, with 2 folded double-leaf brakes.
Special Standard double-leaf brake + Folded double-leaf brake or 1 Medium double-leaf brake Kits are
available.
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OUTPUT TENSIONERS: METAL BRUSH

WEFT TYPE

Wool yarn

Cotton and
viscose
staple fibre

Strong
twisted
yarns, crêpe
and silk
yarns

Stiff yarns:
Linen, Hemp,
Camel hair,
Jute, etc.

Viscose,
Synthetic
fibres

Type B 10 (Thickness 0,10 mm)

over Nm 60

over Nm 60

over Nm 90

over Nm 40

over Nm 80

from Nm 12

from Nm 30

from Nm 30

from Nm 25

from Nm 30

to Nm 70

to Nm 70

to Nm 100

to Nm 45

to Nm 100

from Nm 12

from Nm 12

from Nm 12

from Nm 12

from Nm 18

to Nm 30

to Nm 40

to Nm 40

to Nm 30

to Nm 40

Type B 15 (Thickness 0,15 mm)

Type B 20 (Thickness 0,20 mm)

METAL BRUSHES
TYPE

CODE

Type B 10

ELM3072

Type B 15

ELM3996

Type B 20

ELM3997
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L.G.L. Electronics S.p.A. reserve the right to alter in any moment
one or more specifications of his machines for any technical or
commercial reason without prior notice and without any obligation
to supply these modifications to the machines, already installed.

T +39 035 733 408
F +39 035 733 146
lgl@lgl.it
www.lgl.it

L.G.L. Electronics S.p.A.
Via Ugo Foscolo, 156
24024 Gandino (BG)
Italy

